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WHEN THE SCARCITY OF EARLY SMALL-SIZE $5 BLOCKS
is considered, the Silver Certificate Series of 1934B M-A block
stands among the top due to its overall appeal and lack of avail-
ability. Collectors have discovered that this note is the key to

completing a block set of $5 Silver Certificates. 
Whereas Series of 1934B notes are readily available from the K-A and L-

A blocks, the M-A block is the opposite: It is rare with about a dozen or so
recorded. The cause for the scarcity of this block was a single four-day press run
in which 1934B faces were used during 1947.

This press run occurred after the L-A to M-A serial number block
rollover and produced the only sheets with 1934B faces that were available for
overprinting with M-A serials. By then, Series of 1934C faces had been placed in
production, and the 1934B face plates were supposed to have been retired!

Series of 1934B Plate Use in 1947

Series of 1934B faces were numbered 1766-1872 and were used from
January 23, 1946, until May 29, 1947.  A few 1934Bs wore out and were canceled
periodically during 1946; however, all the remaining, still serviceable plates were
canceled on December 31, 1947.  

The last regular use of 1934B faces occurred on March 4, 1947, when
plates 1769, 1771, 1772, and 1773 were dropped from the press. This was the cul-
mination of a concerted effort to remove all the then obsolete, but still service-
able, 1934B plates from the presses that began in late February, when masses of
1934B plates were dropped on February 21, 25, and 26. All were either replaced
with 1934C plates, or the presses that held them were reassigned to other uses. It
was not possible for any 1934B sheets printed prior to March 4 inclusive to be
overprinted with M-A serials because L-A serials were still in use.

Curiously, three months later on May 26, 1947, three 1934B plates were
again checked out to the press room; specifically, plates 1769, 1771 and 1772.
They were being cycled back into service to replace worn 1934C plates using the
normal procedure for swapping out worn plates. 

However, the three 1934B plates were abruptly dropped from the presses
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on May 29. The fact that the use of all three was abruptly terminated so soon, and
on the same day, reveals that their removal from the press room was a coordinated
action unrelated to serviceability. It appears that someone had noticed that they
had obsolete Julian-Vinson signatures instead of the current Julian-Snyder, and
took action to recall them. By this time, the M-A block was current, and the
1934B sheets from this May press run received M-A serials during overprinting.

Reported M-A Notes

To date, Series of 1934B M-A notes have been reported from these late
printings from plates 1769 and 1772, but not from 1771. It is possible that 1771
never was mounted on a press during the May 26-29 period when it was checked
out from the plate vault, but this is speculation, so an M-A note from face 1771
still could be a significant potential find.

James Hodgson (2006) estimates that 4,000-8,000 1934B sheets were
printed during this press run, which equates to approximately 50,000-100,000
notes. This small total accurately explains the rarity of this note in the market-
place today.

All of the reported 1934B M-A notes are within the small serial number
range of M28xxxxxxA to M33xxxxxxA—a span of about 5 million serials.  Serial
number data for daily print runs from 1938-39 (for Series of 1934 and 1934A $5
Silver Certificates) indicate the median daily print run size was about one half mil-
lion notes. It is reasonable to expect that similar print run sizes were employed
during 1947, so considering the narrow serial range for the observed M-A notes,
it is estimated that they were serial numbered over a period of about two weeks.

Contemporary Use of Series of 1934C Faces

Series of 1934C face production also started in late 1946. These were
used as soon as they were available, and quickly began supplanting 1934B faces. 

A review of the BEP plate ledger indicates that over 80 1934C faces had
an initial press run between October 1946 and March 1947. Over half of these had
additional press runs that overlapped the May 26-29 period. As for the other half,
with the exception of three plates canceled prior to May 26, they were available if
needed. 

Changeover pairs were printed owing to the concurrent use of 1934B and
1934C faces. A single pair is known: 1934C, M30229668A, pp L/1934B,
M30229669A, pp G (Fig. 1). 

Is It Possible that Back Plate 637 Mules Were Printed?

Micro back 637 was in use during 1947, so it is very possible that these
were mated with 1934B faces and overprinted with M-A serials. This back was in
use continuously between January 31 and July 17, 1947, except for a two-week
period in February when the plate was removed for re-entry. 

A few 1934B L-A mules and several 1934C L-A and M-A mules that were
printed during the first six months of 1947 are reported. These notes, based on
their serial numbers, were printed before and after the May 1947 press run, so
they demonstrate that some 1934B faces from this run could have been mated
with 637 backs. 

Consequently, a $5 SC 1934B M-A 637 mule is one of the great $5 rari-
ties still waiting to be discovered.
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Recent Market Appearances

The chance to purchase a Silver Certificate Series of 1934B M-A block
comes around once every few years. Here are some recent appearances:

•  2009: I noticed a Fine example in a dealer’s case at the June Baltimore
show.

•  2007: A Gem CU example was purchased on the floor at the November
PCDA show.

•  2006: I purchased an EF note from a dealer on eBay in September.
•  2005: A Gem CU note was one half of a 1934B/1934C changeover pair

sold as lot 17936 of the Heritage/CAA Sale 386 at the September Long
Beach show.  (see illustration above)

•  2002: A VF example was offered as lot 22270 of the Heritage/CAA
Auction 32112 in November. 
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This highly significant signature
changeover pair contains one of the
few reported Series of 1934B M-A
block Silver Certificates. This pair
was printed during the 4-day period
inclusive of May 26 and May 29,
1947, when 1934B face 1772 and
1934C face 1905 were serving
together on the same press. The
obsolete 1934B plate was acciden-
tally rotated onto the press three
months after it was supposed to be
retired in order to replace a worn
1934C plate that was being rotated
off. The presses held four plates—
undoubtedly the other two were
other 1934C plates. (Photo courtesy
of Heritage Auction Archives.)
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